RESOLUTION NO. 2008-060
Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
January 29, 2008
RESOLUTION ADOPTING FINDINGS OF FACT
SUPPORTING THE CITY COUNCIL OVERRIDE OF THE
AIRPORT LAND USE COMMISSION DECISION THAT
PROVISIONS IN THE PROPOSED GREENBRIAR
PROJECT ARE INCONSISTENT WITH THE AIRPORT
COMPREHENSIVE LAND USE PLAN
BACKGROUND
A.

The Board of Directors of the Sacramento Area Council of Governments
(SACOG), sitting as the Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) adopted the
Comprehensive Land Use Plan for the Sacramento International Airport (CLUP)
on May 20, 1999.

B.

The City of Sacramento received an application for development of the
Greenbriar project, a 577 acre proposed development located north of Interstate
5, west of Highway 70/99, and east of Metro Air Park (Project). The City referred
the Project application to ALUC for review for compatibility with the CLUP
because a portion of the Project (405 acres) is within the Overflight Zone of the
Sacramento International Airport. The Project proposal requests entitlements
within the Overflight Zone for uses that include residential, commercial, mixed
use, park and open space with water bodies, and a light-rail transit station.

C.

On December 7, 2005, ALUC staff provided its written review of the Project to
the City of Sacramento's Planning Department. Of the three policy components
of ALUC review; safety, noise, and height, ALUC's staff reviewed the Project for
consistency with the CLUP safety policy only because the Project does not
implicate the other components of review.

D.

ALUC found the residential and commercial uses to be compatible with the
CLUP based upon the densities proposed for the Project.

E.

ALUC found the parks and open spaces within the Project to be compatible with
the CLUP so long as such areas do not contain facilities that lead to high
concentrations of people (an average density of 25 people per acre over a 24
hour period, and not to exceed 50 persons per acre at any time), such as ball
fields and playgrounds.
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F.

ALUC deferred to the Sacramento County Airport System ( SCAS) and the
Federal Aviation Administration ( FAA) regarding whether the water bodies
proposed for the Project would attract wildlife and create potential conflicts with
aircraft ( birdstrikes), and determined that the Project will either be considered (1)
compatible with the CLUP if the SCAS and FAA do not object to the proposed
water features, or (2) incompatible if either of these two agencies object to the
water features.

G.

ALUC found the Project's light rail station within the Overflight Zone inconsistent
with the CLUP, which prohibits passenger terminals and stations within the
Overflight Zone.

H.

Section 21676 subdivision (b) of the Public Utilities Code and Section 65302.3 of
the Government Code provide that the City Council may, after a hearing and with
a two-thirds vote, overrule the ALUC. The City Council must make specific
findings that the disputed portion of the proposed Greenbriar Project is
consistent with the public interest purposes stated in Public Utilities Code
Section 21670.

1.

The City has considered long-range airport development plans. The City plans
to support development of the airport over the next 20 years. The local land use
planning and zoning actions will serve to protect runway approaches. The City's
General Plan Circulation Element includes the following goal relevant to airport
protection: "Goal A: Promote general, commercial and military aviation facilities
within the parameters of compatible surrounding land uses. Aviation is an
important segment of Sacramento's economic vitality. In order to function as
they need to, each of the four separate airport facilities desires compatible land
uses within certain radii of their runways and ground operations and within
certain noise contour levels. The City recognizes these important factors in land
use decision making."

J.

On December 11, 2007, the Council reviewed a proposed decision with findings
to override the ALUC determination of Project inconsistencies with the CLUP,
and authorized City staff to provide the proposed decision to override the ALUC.

K.

On January 29, 2008, after consideration of issues regarding the light rail station,
parks and open space, and water features proposed within the Overflight Zone
as part of the Project, the EIR for the Project, testimony, and information
provided at the hearing, the City Council approved the override and adopted this
resolution.

BASED ON THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE BACKGROUND, THE CITY COUNCIL
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1:

As more specifically found below, the Project is consistent with the
purposes of Section 21670 of the Public Utilities Code in that it prevents
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the creation of new safety problems and protects public health, safety,
and welfare by ensuring the orderly expansion of the airport and includes
the adoption of land use measures that minimize the public's exposure to
excessive noise and safety hazards within areas around the public airport
to the extent that these areas are not already devoted to incompatible
uses.
Section 2:

The Project's proposal to develop parks and open space within the
Overflight Zone is consistent with the purposes of the Airport Land Use
Commission Law. As determined by ALUC, the proposed residential
development is compatible with the CLUP based upon the densities
proposed for the Project. The parks and open space will be developed to
accommodate those residents, but will not be designed to attract people
from outside the Greenbriar project area. Therefore, the proposed parks
and open space are considered by the City Council to be compatible with
the CLUP based upon the understanding that any difference in potential
safety hazard associated with occupation of a residence or park site is
negligible.

Section 3:

The Project proposal to develop water features within the Overflight Zone
is consistent with the purposes of the Airport Land Use Commission Law.
The open water on the Greenbriar site will not interfere with approaches
to the airport runways and the Project employs safety measures or
mitigation measures to protect the runways and prevent risks posed by
hazardous wildlife. Neither SCAS nor FAA have objected to the proposed
water features, and in fact the SCAS has provided written support. (See
Final EIR, pages 4-238 to 4-239.)
Wildlife, specifically birds, have flown in and around the proposed Project
area for decades, including between the Sacramento River and the
Project site; there are no new threats to aircraft safety related to
hazardous wildlife in the area that are associated with the proposed
Project.

Section 4:

The Project's proposal to develop a light rail station within the Overflight
Zone is consistent with the purposes of the Airport Land Use Commission
Law. A direct connection exists between the juxtaposition of appropriate
land uses and successful public transit service such as that identified for
the planned Downtown-Natomas-Airport (DNA) line. Sacramento
Regional Transit advises that 50 percent of the project justification rating
for all federal transit funding for rail projects is based on land use criteria.
Land use decisions made in the Sacramento region, particularly along the
planned high capacity transit corridors and specifically within '/4 mile of
planned rail and/or bus rapid transit stations, are not only critical to
maximize ridership, but have also become critical to the Federal Transit
Administration's ultimate decisions about these projects.
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The Project proposes to develop high-density residential units within a'/4mile radius of a future Greenbriar transit station. This high-density
housing near a proposed transit station is critical in RT's quest, which the
City supports, to receive funding from the FTA major capital investment
programs, which funds all of the regional rail expansion programs.
The planned DNA line connects the Downtown and Natomas areas to the
Sacramento International Airport. For a light rail line to serve effectively
the airport, the rail line and at least one transit station will need to be
located near the airport, meaning that at least some of the transit station
facilities will likely need to be constructed within the Overflight Zone.
Section 5:

The decision of the Airport Land Use Commission is overruled insofar as it
restricts the City's discretionary authority for approval of the Project. In
overruling ALUC's decision, the City Council specifically finds that this
action is in the public interest of the citizens of the City of Sacramento,
and that this action promotes the protection of the public health, safety
and welfare by ensuring the adoption of land use measures that minimize
the public's exposure to excessive safety hazards within areas around
public airports to the extent that such areas are not already devoted to
incompatible uses. Adopted by the City of Sacramento City Council on
January 29, 2008 by the following vote:

Table of Contents:
Exhibit A - ALUC Letter of Consistency Determination
Adopted by the City of Sacramento City Council on January 29, 2008 by the following
vote:
Ayes:

Councilmembers Cohn, Fong, Hammond, McCarty, Pannell, Sheedy,
Tretheway, Waters, and Mayor Fargo.

Noes:

None.

Abstain:

None.

Absent:

None.

Cd a

in
Mayor Hea r Fargo

Attest:

Shirley Condolino, City Clerk
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Exhibit A - ALUC Letter of Consistency Determination
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Proposed Greenbrrar Farms Development
it.
TheGreenbrrar project is located north of 1-5, west of Highway 99, and cast of Metro Air
Park, as shown in Attachment #1. The overall site of the property is 577 acres. As will
be explained later, the ALUC only has revie\v authority on the land within the. Overflight
Zone, which is 405 acres. The proposal requests entitlements within the Overflight
Zone for uses that include residential (various densities), comrnercittl, mixed use, park
and open space with water bodies, and a light-rail transit station. Specifically, the land
uses proposed within this safety policy area are:
• 1932 units of single family residential
•583 units of multi-family residential, of which 283 units are duplex, tri-plcx or
four-plex
• 102.300 square feet of commercial in larger commercial area (approximately
50,000 square feet for a grocery market, 22,300 square feet for a restaurant,
and 30,000 Square feet for retail shops)
• 54,.000 square feet: ofcomme..rcial/office in smaller commercial area {14,00[}
square feet for a restaurant, 25,0[)0 square feet for retail. and 15,0(70 square
feet for office)

III.

•

23 acres of park

•
•
•

-f() acres of water bodies
a light rail station that will serve the future. Down town-h:atoj°nas-Airport line
10 acres, (approximately) for one public elementary school (located outside of
Overflight Zone).

AL.t.?C:: Review

y one of the CLl?l''s three, policy areas (height, noise and safety) may be applied to
the review of the Cireenbriar application: safety. Height is not applicable because there
are no proposed structures that are close to penetrating any of the imaginary surfaces as
set forth by the Federal Aviation Administration in Federal Aviation Regulation Part 77.
Nor is this application subject to the CLUP's noise policies because the pro^ject site lies
outside of the 60 Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL), which Serves as the
demarcation line for restricted development.
However, about 70% of the property (the western 405 acres ofthe 577 total ac.res), lies
inside of the Overflight Zone of the CLUP, and therefore, that portion of the property is
subjcct to the CLUP's safety policies. The eastern quarter of the property is outside of
the Overflight Zone boundary and, therefore, the AI,t1Cha5 no standing in the review of
that l:rortion's ,rliplic,stit^n. This letter only applies to the land inside the Overflight Zone.
Attachment #l shows where that boundary, lies. SACOG has verified that the boundary
of the electronic files that the applicant used is accurate enough for review purposes.
Here is the review for each of the proposed land uses:

Residential Uses: The CLLFP allows residential development (single family or
multi-family) in the Overflight Zone with one conditiom "uses Compatible only if
they do not result In :l 1',0r2e C0nc.entrtitl(7n of ' people, which is defined as an
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average density t:rf greater than 25 persons per acre per hour during any 24 hour
period, and not to exceed 5(1 persons per acre at any time for all land use types."
The calculations and findings lot- total persons allowed per hour and maximurn at
any time are, f► ddresscd ill more detail in it separate section below.
Commercial/Office Uses: The CLUP allows for of Cice,lnd most retail uses subject
to the same density conditions stated above. Allowed uses with this condition
include restaurants, grocery and drug stores, apparel and miscellaneous retail, and
gas stations. The applicant has not stated the exact retail uses of the proposed
retail or office areas, but they would all he subject to the same maximum density
calctalation.
However, the. CLUP crtitright prohibits "re gional shopping centers." SACOG
defines a regional shopping centcr as a retail area that draws residents from
throughout the six-county region to shop because these products and retailers are
not available at more localized scales. Most regional shopping centers contain at
least 500,00() square feet. AP.,t!C staff has determined that the footprint sizes of
the both commercial areas are too small to warrant them its "regional shopping
centers.Parks ;inc1 Open Space: The C'LC; t' allows for neighborhood parks and open space
and n4rt<<niI area,., if they do not exc.ee.d the maximum densities stated earlier and
do not include "high intensity uses or facilities, such as structured play-rOUnds,
hallfielcts or picnic pavilions'". The applicant does not specifically state whether.
the proposed park, will include these facilitie_5, but they are not allowed.
Community and ret;ion4cl-wide parks are 0utri11ht prohibited in the CyLUf' in the
Overflight Area, The city <afSacraamento's park standards define community
parks as ]t) tca 6(1 acres in size, and regional parks are significantly lar^er.
Nei4Thht}ncozcad parks are defined frorn 5 to (() acres. The applicant proposes a
series of parks all smaller than 10 acres in site, thus all would be considered
neighborhood parks and, therefore, allowed with the condition stated above.

d,: The C'LUP allows for natural water bodies if they meet three
t^`ateel3o
_^
conditions: they do not exceed the maximum ciensity thr•eshold, they do not
contain high intensity facilities, nor do they `:result in the possibility that a water
area. may cause ground fog or result in a bird hazard.- The CLUP does not
mention "man-made" or constructed water bodies, as in the case of this proposal,
so the ALUC will treat this clement of the application the same as "natural"* water
body. The ALUC: will defer its evaluation of the bird hazard and ground fog to
affected public agencie5 that are, also reviewing this application: the Sacramento
County Ali-port System and the Feciera! Aviation Administration. If both of these
entities do not ohject to any bird or fog hazards. the .t1WC will accept the
proposed water botlit.5.
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Light-Rail Station. The proposal calls for the light rail station within the
Overflight Zone. The CLUP prohibitti p;t^scilgcr terminal,., and stations within the
Overflight Zone,

Public Elementary School: The elementary school proposed within the
development is outside of the Overflight Zone, therefore it is not subject to the
ALUC's review. However, because its proposed location is within 2 miles of an
airport runway, state law (California Education Code 17215) requires the
California Department of Transportation Division of Aeronautics to review and
approve the school's location. The applicant has been given the appropriate
contact information to follow-tap to seek review by Caltrans; the ALUC will not
flclck the approval process of this public faclllty.

Calculation and Findings of Average and Maximum Densities
As stated above, the CLUP's safety policy allows for commercial, office and residential
uses in the Overflight Zone if, collectively between these uses, they do not result in a
large concentration of petaple, which is defined as (criterion #l) an average density of
greater than 25 persons per acre per hour during any 24 hour period, and (criterion #2)
not to exceed 50 13ersr7n5 per acre at any time for all land use types.

The CLUP does not prescribe the methodology for determining whether a maximum
density has been exceeded or not. However, the applicant has worked extensively with
ALUC staffto establish such a rnt;thodcrlc>-v. In essence, the evaluation method agreed
upon by both parties Includes:
for residential uses. number of residential Units Multiplied by the city of
Sacrarnento's residents per household. For single-family detached residential
dcveJc prnc;.nt, 2. 86 person per unit are Used. For rnUlti-fanlilyr Bcsiclcntial, 1.9
persons per unit are used, and for duplex., tri- and four-ple.xes, 2.26 persons
per unit. These statistics are similar to those used in SACOG's Blueprint
Project.

+

for commercial and Office uses, the Occupancy Loads of the California
Building Code (2001, which is the current edition) determine the maximurn
persons per square foot. and therefore the maximurn occupancies may be
determined.

Attachment #2 provides a breakdown of the calculations used to determine estimated
densities at any ^iven time. The applicant and the },I...I.JC collaborated on the
development of this spreadsheet.
Criterion #l :"1`he maximt1111 ":trNr:rag^." number of person,,, allowed within Overflight
Zone during an "average hour" is:
25 pet-sons pct acre max, x405 acres = 10, 125 people
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According to the calculations in Attachment A, tfre average amount is estimated to he
about 8,000 pcoplc, which is an average density of about 20 persons per acre, and
therefore this safety policy Criterion #1 is met.

Criterion ;32: "I'lre maximum number of persons allowed within the Overflight Zone
within any given time is:
•

50 persons per acre max. x. 4()5 acres =?(},251) people

The calculations in Attachments A of approximately 11.300 people is far below the
en satisfactorily met.
maximum threshold, and therefore. safety policy Criterion #2 has been
Note: These findings for the rrraxirnurn persons allowed were completed in the spirit in
which the cu ► rent CLUP for Sacramento International was written in 1994. This
proposal meets both criteria using that document. Please note the current version of the
California Airport Land Use Planning Ilandbcrcr&. (2002) does not. recommend
concentrations of people within sub-areas of the greater development area. The
Handbook provides the State of California's guidance to ALtJ(:'s throughout the state on
standards. The Grecnbri<►r proposal will have. Nadi concentrations of people above 25
person acre: on an average hourly basis and above 5(? persons per acre at times. The most
notable place is surrounding the proposed light rail station (,which is outright prohibited
in the CLUP). In the spirit in which the current C'f,l)P 4vas written in 1994, the ALUC
will consider this proposal compatible with the two density criteria.

Summary of ALt.K." Review and O verrr► cic. Pir,ccdre:;
IV
The surnrnary finding of the ALUC's review are:
Finding; #1: The residential and 4oninre ►-ciirl ►fsc.s arc c0171pG►tible with the CLUP
based on the densities proposed.
Finding ##?: Parks and open spaces are compatible with the CLUP as long as they
do not contain facilities that lead to high concentrations of people, such as
btrllf'ieltls and playgrounds. lt'suctr facilities are ctesit°erl, the applicant will need
to obtain an override from the Sacramento City Council through the process
described below.
Finding- 13, The .ALA V will defer to the Sacramento County Airport System and
the Federal Aviation Administration regarding the water bodies proposed. If
these two entities do not object to the proposed water features or the proposed
wildlife and to,,, nrana^^e ► nerrt techniques, the ALUC will consider this compatible
with the C:;I,t.tP. However, if either of these entities have objections, the M.,UC
will also have the same ►3hjectit3n5.
FincliriL tN: The proposed light rail citation is NOT compatible with the CLUP.
The ;rpplicant will need to seek an override from the Sacramento City Council as
set forth in procedures described below I'c^jr this.
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Finding #5: Before a new public school is allowed within the 2 miles radius, of
Sacramento International Airport, the California Dcpartment of Transportation
Aviation Division 111LIst provide approval. This is outside the jurisdiction of the
ALUC.
OVelTide Process
If the Sacramento City Council does not agree with ALUC Findings #2 or #4, the city
may satisfy the consistency requirement by overriding either or both by a two-thirds vo
The overruling must, f1o%vcver, he made after apuh{ic hearing and must be based on
specific findings that the proposed action is consistent with the purposes o!' the Airport
Land Use Commission Law (California Public Utilities Code. 21670).

If You have any questions zihclut the contents of this letter, please let me know.

Czregt,i y`e^^ , A1{Y'•u'
S<<cr,unt.nto Area Council
'4t)-6'27

f Governments/Alt

,,and Use Commission

attachments
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